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NC WARN

November 5, 2001

Dr. Richard Meservc, Chairman
United States Nuclear R-gulatory Conunission
Via 7ax: 301-415-1672
Subject: NRC must halt nuclear waste shipments - as has DOE

Dear Chairman Meserve:
In mid-October, the U.S. Department of Energy suspended a planned s uipment of irradiated fuel assemblies
from the defense industry for at least six months due to concerns about possible terrorist attacks on slow
moving waste Trains. It seems that the NRC would already have halted similar shipments of such waste fuel
by the only U.S. utility transporting the deadly material - Carolina Po'i rer & Light/Progress Energy. As head
of an organization representing thousands of North Carolina residents, [ call on you to act now - without
rois Nuclear Plant.
delay - and order CP&L to cease all waste shipments to the Shearon
DOE and NRC have both been long criticized for succumbing to nucl tr industry influence, which could
explain why DOE officials twice ordered the shipment from New York to resume after its initial cancellation
on Septcrnbcr 1 1d. The fact that it was halted a third and final time ref ects that there must have been a
rigorous intcrnal debate about safety - resulting in the decision that it too dangerous to create a potential
target for terrorists that, if attacked, could relcase a large amount of rod ioactivity into the atmosphere and/or
a watcrway.
It would be inconsistent, and in this case highly dangerous, for one fed ral agency to contradict another's
findings regarding public safety involving trains carrying high-level nuear waste.

This year, the NRC placed an enormous burdan on the pooplk of central North Carolinaa by approving the
Harris waste pool cxpansion after refusing tO even consider the wamnins of to experts that a terrorist act
could initiate a catastrophic nuclear waste pool fire. It is now clear thal the NRC was vrong. The so-called
"remote risk" is hardly that after the September 11 W'TC disaster. Witout your action, central North
Carolina will be honic to the nation's fastest growing nuclear stockpile - with four reac,tors feeding one
waste site - and a potential target that grows larger each time CP&L re~'uels any of its eact's.
Nuclear waste trains make slow-moving targets, and represent an entire ly unnecessary risk to the public. The
counties through which these train shipments pass have no emergency ; ,lanning for such an accident, nor are
there any evacuation procedures in place.
Should the NRC allow CP&L to continue this practice, you will have b' Sdefault left in place a threat to
numerous communities across the Carolinas that if capitalized on by texrorists, could cost many lives along
with lost homes and property. The public now lives with the anxiety of wondering when the nuclear waste
trains pass near their homes (since the shipments arc kept secret even fr ,m emergency personnel), and
whether some night they might be awakened by the dreaded sirens sign• ling that they and their families are

in extreme danger.
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On October 10', public officials from three counties called on CP&L t Scease transporting the waste. The
company has not yet acted, so the NRC must make that call. The thrca t of terrorism will likely never fully
abate; therefore your order should be pc•manent. At the very least, shi )ments should be stopped pending
open hearings, with public and local government involvement, in ordcx to fully evaluate the risks of transport
versus alternative means of managing the nuclear waste, plus a compre hLensive environmental impact
statement. I am sure you will agree that the public deserves that much.
In the current "War on Terrorism", CP&L's shipments and crowded wa ste pools put the citizens of central
N.C. on the front lines with no defeinsc to speak of, scanty information, and no evacuation plan for most of a
very large potential accident zone. Should you choose not to stop the siipments, I must insist that you
present a fij] explanation to us, and to Sen. Jessc Helms, Sen. John Ed, yards, Rep. David Price, and Attorney
General Ashcroft, as copied below. I look forward to your prompt repl

Y.

Sincerely,

Executive Director

cc

Sen. Jesse Helms
Sen. John Edwards
Rep. David Price
Attorney General John Ashcroft
Orange County Board of Commissioners

